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AntBuilder, is a tool built to be used by programmers as an alternative to build tools such as Ant, Maven, Gradle, etc.
Builders, be they manual, IDE or integration tests, have been left behind by this time, so it is time to let them know that
AntBuilder has arrived. AntBuilder allows you to do almost everything that you could do in Ant or Maven, in a nice and
simple way. You will not have to leave the comfort of your editor and switch to the command line to do most of the stuff
you want to do. This new tool will allow you to write your source code, manage libraries, build, test and deploy applications
from the comfort of your IDE. What You Can Do with AntBuilder: You will be able to: Create a new build process with
your existing build tool Run and test a build from the command line. Run tests from the command line. Run and debug tests
from the IDE. Define and run additional build tests. Create a new deployable artifact (a.jar or a.war). Create a new version.
Create packages for Maven, Gradle, and Ant. What's New in AntBuilder 3.0: This is the first release of AntBuilder in
several months, since the March release of the version 3.0 of the tool. This new version contains bug fixes and
improvements. We are also working to integrate the latest release of the AntBuilder development version in the next release.
If you have any feedback about AntBuilder, please let us know. This is AntBuilder: AntBuilder is a multi-platform
command line tool built around the idea of merging the best of Ant, Maven, Gradle and other tools. We have used
AntBuilder as a replacement for builds and tests in our proprietary software project that we develop. We are very pleased
with the results. The main features include: * A plugin for various build tools (ANT, JENKINS, MESOS, SSH etc.); * A
plugin for version control systems (GIT, SVN, BKAN, CVS etc.); * A plugin for continuous integration tools (Travis CI,
CircleCI etc.); * A plugin for continuous deployment tools (CFStack, Taurus, Knative etc.); * The ability to create an
executable jar archive or
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* Custom build with your custom targets * Works anywhere with any OS and any JDK * Supports any programming
language * Unlimited project AntBuilder was designed is for the users that don't use an IDE or another tool to handle the
build and packaging process. The application is built to be fast, simple, and work anywhere, even on the console. Your
development process can now be improved. AntBuilder Description: * Custom build with your custom targets * Works
anywhere with any OS and any JDK * Supports any programming language * Unlimited project AntBuilder was designed is
for the users that don't use an IDE or another tool to handle the build and packaging process. The application is built to be
fast, simple, and work anywhere, even on the console. Your development process can now be improved. AntBuilder
Description: * Custom build with your custom targets * Works anywhere with any OS and any JDK * Supports any
programming language * Unlimited project AntBuilder was designed is for the users that don't use an IDE or another tool to
handle the build and packaging process. The application is built to be fast, simple, and work anywhere, even on the console.
Your development process can now be improved. AntBuilder Description: * Custom build with your custom targets *
Works anywhere with any OS and any JDK * Supports any programming language * Unlimited project AntBuilder was
designed is for the users that don't use an IDE or another tool to handle the build and packaging process. The application is
built to be fast, simple, and work anywhere, even on the console. Your development process can now be improved.
AntBuilder Description: * Custom build with your custom targets * Works anywhere with any OS and any JDK * Supports
any programming language * Unlimited project AntBuilder was designed is for the users that don't use an IDE or another
tool to handle the build and packaging process. The application is built to be fast, simple, and work anywhere, even on the
console. Your development process can now be improved. AntBuilder Description: * Custom build with your custom targets
* Works anywhere with any OS and any JDK * Supports any programming language * Unlimited project AntBuilder was
designed is for the users that don't use an IDE or another tool to handle the build and packaging process. The application is
built to be fast, simple, and

What's New in the AntBuilder?
- Incremental building with ant - Easy integration with IDE (now supports eclipse, netbeans, etc) - Product targeting for
different environments - Flexible configuration - Dependency management: add your dependencies to the build.properties
file and call the dependency.resolve() function with your project. (don't forget to add the "junit" dependency) Features: Copy the files from the project root to the distribution directory (when running from eclipse for example) - Several project
types (properties file, gradle) - Builds the JAR for the target environment - Package the application for the target
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environment (deb, rpm, etc) - Multi-project management - Ant and Maven specific configuration - Separate configuration
for unit tests, data tests, integration tests, selenium tests, browser tests, etc - Unit test report generation - Ant/Maven
command line - Validation of unit test coverage - Validation of file coverage - Validation of functional coverage Configuration of the ant build - Configuration of the maven build - Configuration of the gradle build - Configuration of the
selenium grid - Automatic dependency resolution (just add the dependency, no need for additional properties file) Automatic publishing of your application to the development server - Automatically create the documentation using
doxygen - Automatically generate an installer script from your project Other: - Auto-generate the source code Usage: - Just
call ant build - Use the "ant -property " command line option to configure the ant build - Use the "ant -property " command
line option to configure the maven build - Use the "ant -property " command line option to configure the gradle build - Use
the "ant -property " command line option to configure the selenium build - Use the "ant -property " command line option to
configure the browser build - Use the "ant -property " command line option to configure the unit test build - Use the "ant
-property " command line option to configure the functional coverage build - Use the "ant -property " command line option
to configure the data
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System Requirements For AntBuilder:
● Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 7/8 (64-bit), Windows 8.1 (64-bit) ● 2 GB RAM (4 GB recommended) ● 1366x768
display resolution ● DirectX 9.0c compatible hardware ● OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1 ● Steam client required. Some
features such as screenshots, video recording and network play require a broadband internet connection. ● NVIDIA
Geforce GTX 660, AMD HD 5770, or better recommended
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